
 

Master Practitioner Training Overview

✔ What happens if you use Time Line Therapy® with a client and it still does not

work?

✔ What happens if your client does not respond to Ericksonian hypnosis?

✔ What if you need to break a strategy and replace it with a new one with a client?

✔ What could you do with a high value product – a one day breakthrough session?

✔ Want to add the NLP approach to your training skills?

✔ How would you use the power of eliciting (and being able to change) individual

values in different contexts, such as personal growth, career, relationships, health

and fitness? Or corporately with teams?

✔ What value would you find in metaprogrammes which can be used to motivate

and retain clients? Or use in recruitment?

✔ Or just the use the power of quantum linguistics to enable change via

conversation?

Our Master Practitioner Training is 14 days of theory, practical application, excitement, and

fun held once a year. The programme is taught in two sections of 7 days, with 3-4 weeks in

between.

During the 14 days, you will be asked to complete an assessment, to ensure you have fully

understood the content of the training. This can be done at home and is open book.

Some highlights of the programme is as follows:

The mastery of language is the key theme of the first week of your training in order to take
your thinking from inside the box, to outside and therefore your clients.

The way we conceptualise our world and construct our reality provides an incredible
fascination, one that shapes thinking and creates deep insight into how someone processes
their environment internally.

The way our minds and bodies are connected is explored and your thinking expanded into
the actuality of what’s real and what is subjective experience.

Quantum thinking, which directs us away from traditional understanding of human
psychology and towards a whole new approach to how we view the world and beyond, leads
us into the exceptional subject of quantum linguistics.



We use a set of four simple patterns that re-shape thinking in a multi-dimensional way,
enabling you to think circles around others and generate innovative ideas.

We will build upon your Practitioner techniques and take them further with advanced
submodalities and designer swish patterns, advanced negotiation and mediation techniques,
advanced work with strategies, advanced reframing and linguistic Parts Integration.

Prime Concerns is a method of discovering the deepest part of the linguistic deep structure
of meaning. It’s what you need to know in order to reach the problems that are hidden from
awareness, deep in the unconscious mind.

Discovering Meta-Programmes assists us to uncover the true nature of how a person thinks
about their work and their motivations to do work.

An in-depth study of values, how to help someone to really understand how they have
created the life they have and how to get the life they want.

How to design and deliver a compelling and informative training with charisma and grace.
We will share with you the secrets of training both the conscious and unconscious minds, to
make learning easy and impactful.

You get to do a board break – that is breaking through a wooden board using your energy.

During Week 2, you will take your existing learning and skills in Time Line Therapy®,
Hypnosis and Coach and upgrade to the Master Practitioner level.

Master Time Line Therapy® includes taking a detailed personal history to elicit all the
relevant information you need to work with a client successfully over the duration of their
coaching. You will learn the Drop-Down Through technique, Point of Resolution Technique
(good for PTSD) blending TLT and submodalities work, logical levels, Forensic Regression,
Creating Your Future Regression, Pain Paradigm and gain a blueprint of a full intervention for
a client from start to finish.

Master Hypnosis takes your Practitioner skills, expands and advances them as you learn
about direct and indirect approaches (Elman, Estabrooks), convincers, post hypnotic
suggestions, glove anaesthesia (dealing with pain) and rapid hypnotic inductions. This adds
so many additional skills to your hypnosis practice enabling you to have so many more
options when working, comfortable in your knowledge of your clients getting their results.

Towards the end of the training, pulling all your learning together, you will work with a
fellow student during the training as your client and complete a break through day
combining all your learning and techniques. This is a powerful and valuable proposition to
be able to offer clients short on time.

NLP began with modelling. Modelling is how we observe in great detail, an expert who is
excellent in what they do and their mindset. Modelling enables you to break down what an
expert does in their head into a process and then you transform those observations into a
programme of training that can be taught to anyone.



There is a lot of content to this training, that’s why during this journey, graduates are
supported to take their thinking forward and challenge themselves by breaking out of their
mental ‘box’ to realise success.

Are you ready for a journey of lifetime?


